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821.111(71)-14.09 Kroetsch R. Научна критика



Tanja Cvetković1 University of Niš Faculty of Philosophy Center for Foreign Languages



TRACES OF THE MISSING POET: THE HORNBOOKS OF RITA K



The text focuses on Robert Kroetsch’s long poem The Hornbooks of Rita K dealing with the fragmental structure of the poem, the role of the poet and the function of the poem. By using Kroetsch’s game theory based on the free combination and play with many poetical fragments, the author of the text points to an active and creative role of the reader in giving the final meaning to the poem. Key words: Robert Kroetsch, The Hornbooks of Rita K, poetical fragments, experimental, decrypt, alter personas, traces



With The Hornbooks of Rita K (2001), Robert Kroetsch continues his long tradition of long poems after his famous The Ledger (1975), The Stone Hammer Poems (1976), Seed Catalogue (1977), the collection of long poems Field Notes (1981). In his poems, Kroetsch releases his poetic energy through meditations on everyday objects like the stone hammer, the ledger, the seed catalogue, the hornbook. In The Hornbooks, Kroetsch focuses his attention on the hornbook. The explanations of the term hornbook set us on the journey of discovering the meaning of the fragments, the function of the poet and the poem, the role of us as readers of the fragments ordered with no order. The play with opposites, with different multiple meanings and functions in the poems, the juxtaposition of terms is something that underlines Kroetsch’s literary talent as postmodern. In the epigraph of the book Kroetsch offers several definitions of the term hornbook: as “a leaf of paper containing the alphabet, the Lord’s Prayer, etc., mounted on a wooden tablet with a handle, and protected by a thin plate of horn” or as “a treatise on the rudiments of a subject: a primer” (Kroetsch 2001). Rita Kleinhart, the prairie poet, writes hornbooks that are primers with vague meanings left for the readers to understand. In hornbook #4, Rita’s lover, Raymond, meditates on the term as a “book one page in length” (Kroetsch 2001: 25) that “says its say” (Ibid) opposing what Rita’s poems fail to provide: “the clarity of the exact and 1 [email protected] Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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solitary and visible page” (Ibid). Raymond, the poet too and the editor, sorts out through hornbooks in Rita’s prairie farmhouse trying to make sense of what’s left behind. The book’s genesis starts form its first fragmentary appearance in 1993, The Poetics of Rita Kleinhart, published in West Coast Line and is developed through its intermediate shape as a chapter called “The Poetics of Rita Kleinhart” in A Likely Story: The Writing Life (1995) to a complete text titled The Hornbooks of Rita K. In the meantime, some poetical fragments were published in journals or appeared in public readings worldwide. The change in the title informs us that the author himself shifted from his normative approach to literature by looking at the text as a poetics to redefining the text by using a more traditional and obsolete term “hornbook” announcing its role as an instructive book for beginners. The book has undergone several transformations. In A Likely Story Kroetsch explains that: “This is (not) an autobiography” (Kroetsch 1995: 217) in the acknowledgements, stating that the essays are “fugitive pieces” and are concerned with his writing life not his personal life. In The Hornbooks of Rita K, the archivist Raymond tries to order the remaining fragments on his lover Rita Kleinhart saying that “I am attempting to write an autobiography in which I do not appear” (Kroetsch 2001: 29), describing her approach as that of a “collective biography [which] could not be located in a system of beliefs or a narrative of origins. It could only be located, literally and momentarily, in back doors” (10). Kroetsch uses back doors as an “escape from transcendence” (Ibid) and a labyrinth of influences grounded in the law of chaos, for the poetical fragments and multiple influences are scattered throughout the book with no order. This confirms Kroetsch’s idea that “chaos is the only order” (Kroetsch 1966: 101) and guides the reader towards digging under the different layers of meaning and discovering deep structures of order. In this very complex text, Kroetsch employs such backgrounds as Dante’s The Divine Comedy and the lives of Japanese poet Ryokan as well as the texts of the Chinese poets Li Po and Tu Fu. As far as the structure of the book is concerned, the ninety nine numerically identified fragments/hornbooks in three parts with one prologue correspond to The Divine Comedy’s thirty three cantos in each of the three journeys plus one canto comprising the magic number one hundred. The Hornbooks of Rita K consists of a total of one hundred and twelve hornbooks, including the abovementioned ninety nine fragments, while the rest are written in a form of a letter or a short title poem. There are also two Archivist’s Notes. In this collection of poems, Kroetsch further explores his innovative and experimental approach to poetry. The Hornbooks are about Rita K, who disappears mysteriously one day, on Kroetsch’s 65th birthday, from the Frankfurt Museum of Modern Art. The author of the book is Raymond, who lives on the prairies and who traces the life of his beloved Rita by way of the fragments she had left. Both Rita and Raymond appear as doubles 200
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of Robert Kroetsch, the poet and the scholar. Rita is both like and unlike Kroetsch. Like him, she travels all around the world lecturing and trying to write “an autobiography in which I do not appear” (Kroetsch 2001: 29). Unlike Kroetsch, she lives on a ranch in the Battle River Valley in Alberta. The book becomes Kroetsch’s attempt to imagine himself as a poet and what might have been if he had not left his home. But like the missing Rita K or the missing poet from the text, this book of poetical fragments is about what is not rather than about what is. Or it is both about presence and absence. By tracing Rita’s life, Raymond faces the dilemma: The question is always the question of trace, What remains of what does not remain? (8)



According to Raymond, Rita disappeared in the Frankfurt Museum of Modern Art while viewing “a framed painting” (37), “Twilight Arch” by James Turrell. Her contemplation on the minimalist and conceptualist “absence of an image” (84) corresponds to our contemplation on her poems on which we cast a new light of awareness as readers. “Poetry is a changing of the light” (Ibid) which we use to enlighten our perception of the world. While trying to position himself in writing to somebody else, the other, Raymond engages in an act of narcissistic alienation. He shares the same emotional agony which the Chinese poets Li Po and Tu Fu experience. The Chinese poets are famous for their powerful poems about loneliness and separation. In addition, while missing their female counterparts, they suffer a possible loss of self in the face of that absent subject and employ writing in the form of letters, post-cards, glosses, the act which replaces an approach to woman. The problem of the disappearing female figure is one of Kroetsch’s obsessions in poetry. The missing woman, the lost love object, signifies the absent mother for Kroetsch and as he says: I kept the mother figures, especially, very silent at the center of the writing, partly because my own relationship with my mother was so painful, that I’ve only recently even put it into print at all. … I think some of the female presence in my book is almost a parody of the absence which is really what the book is about (Neuman, Wilson 1982: 22).



Raymond tells Rita of the loss of the mother in the book. The loss was replaced by language, words, poems. Poetry comes at the expense of the female presence: The day they brought my mother’s body home to our house for the wake, I went up the low hill behind our house. Rita, I wanted to tell you this. I went to a hollow beside a large round rock, and I curled up in that hollow and I cried until I had cried out my life. After that I was empty enough to be a poet. (36) Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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By transgressing gender, Kroetsch makes Rita Kleinhart his alter ego, his ideal female persona, whom he conceives as one of his many doubles in this book of fragments. Raymond is Rita’s lover, reader, archivist, who exchanges places with Rita, occupying her abandoned house, determining the relationship between self and other, poet and poem, reader and poem. We have made a small trade, you and I. I occupy your abandoned house. Therefore, by your crystal logic, it is who am missing from the world, not you. But surely it is, always, the poet who is absent from the terrors of existence, not the reader. (54)



By addressing “you” and “I”, Raymond addresses the absent Rita both as the writer and the reader of his text. He also addresses us readers, who occupy the “abandoned house” of a poem which the poet had left behind. Raymond, who delivers “confidential documents from place to place” (25), is associated with Hermes, who is one of Kroetsch’s favorite mythical figures. Hermes has access to the underworld, and this role links him to The Divine Comedy when a man is guided through the Inferno and Purgatorio. This role could also be related to the reader’s journey through the labyrinth of Kroetsch’s poetics in search for meaning. As Virgil as a guide is replaced by Beatrice, who is the epitome of virtue, beauty and wisdom, Raymond slips into another role, that of the other who is the author himself or Rita herself. Rita Kleinhart is an ideal figure and persona of the author Robert Kroetsch. As a poet, Rita loves language games and has a profound distrust in traditional ways of rendering reality like Kroetsch himself. Both Rita and Raymond are autobiographical figures. As Hermes figures, they recollect and sketch Rita’s poetics and life, change and reinvent material they come across. A thief and recreator of her poetry, Raymond asks: “Did Rita write those exquisite lines, or did I?” (21). The reader immediately faces the author’s concern with the originality of a work of art. In The Hornbooks, meditating on the function of art and poetry, the poet also asks: “What’s the poetic function of the hand?” (31) and answers by asking another question: “Is not poetry a questing after place, a will to locate?” (30). Kroetsch connects the function of poetry to a sense of place. His long poems The Ledger and Seed Catalogue are also attempts to recreate his native place and home. For Kroetsch, the poem is stored in memory. What we think and read and write is the memory of what was never made present or seen. The memory is the memory of trace, a fragment which makes poetry possible, the very possibility of life, for “to take poetry into one’s hands is to take one’s own life into one’s hands” (45). The possibility could be the trace of a ’dream of origins’ or a ’local pride’, or the narrative of origins which 202
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Raymond as the inventor of the text on Rita K tries to compile, or it could be the erasure and the absence because erasure constitutes the trace as trace, makes it, like the snow that Rita admired, “disappear in its appearance” (Derrida 1982: 84), “disappear into art” (40). The poet explains in The Hornbooks: We turn to speak and confront an absence. Thus we become, all of us, poets. (53)



The poet’s attempt to de-create and recreate the life of Rita K, the missing object of desire, is related to the memory of what had been and what had remained. His long poems and fiction comprise a kind of biographical and textual traces of the place and the narrative of origin associated with the prairie where he grew up. His poems and stories are his memories about the home that had been and that can only exist in the present moment of memory, experience, and text. Starting from his early meditation on the task of the poet in his essay “Unhiding the Hidden,” Kroetsch claims that At one time I considered it the task of the Canadian writer to give the name to his experience, to be the namer. I now suspect that on the contrary, it is his task to un-name. (Kroetsch 1989: 58)



Kroetsch further elaborates on his notion of un-naming and de-creation and asks through Raymond in The Hornbooks: What is poetry but a resistance to its own urgency? The body is. The body does. The rest is all a vague because. (75)



This notion of poetry encompasses that every poem is “a casting out, an abandonment” (101), “the poem as vacated crypt. As wound. As pothole” (Ibid). The poem is a puzzle left on the page to be turned into another reality and possibility, for “what after all is a poem but a longing for a possible reality?” (95), asks Kroetsch in the book. The poet is much more trivial and related to the real world. He is dependent on the petty technological innovations: As poets we attribute to ourselves the poems we record on paper. The presumption of the poet is one of technology’s petty tripumphs. (43)



The poet’s advice for a young poet is to focus on something as substantial as breakfast can be and then reflect on it: Have bacon (four strips, preferably) and eggs (two, sunnyside up), Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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hash browns with ketchup, toast (white) with real strawberry jam, a glass of orange juice (small will do), and three cups of black coffee; then mark one of the following (please, not with an X): (92)



The reflection on the trivial turned into sublime by the poet who leaves the poem as “an empty house” leaves the space for the reader to assert his presence and to decrypt the poem. The opposites once again touch themselves at poignant junctures. The scattering of the author’s self within the text by adopting different names, opposite gender positions and even ghost-like incarnations is central to the poem. “Hornbook #52 makes mention of a ghost that Rita claimed was somehow herself” (45). She had the sensation that the ghost, not she, was Rita Kleinhart. The character who insists that the house and the poetry itself are haunted by a ghost becomes very much a ghost figure himself. Raymond related that Rita labeled him a ghost: I once remarked to Rita (we were seated on the deck of her ranch house; we were holding hands): I am at most a guest, at best a ghost. At best a ghost aghast, she emended. (55)



Kroetsch places his autobiographical ghosts in his house of poetical exchanges. In that context, Raymond’s presence in the poem stresses the necessary absence of another poetical figure for the sake of the many possibilities both language and works of art can offer. She adds that “some days poetry is a dialogue with nobody” (42). But who is the poet in The Hornbooks? Or how many poets are there? And who is the missing poet? Unlike Rita, Raymond is the editor, archivist, and archaeologist who collects the fragments, other people’s documents and scraps trying to compose the meaningful whole. Rita K is definitely the poet who is present through her art. Rita is the “goner” who erases her presence from the literary scene recreating the world into another possibility of language: We recognize in these unlikely lines her wish to erase herself from the literary scene. She is, here, as good as gone. A goner. She abjures sense as we think we know it. She tells us there is another possibility in language and she is on her way to asking what it is. She adds on a postcard apparently intended for herself but never mailed. Some days poetry is a dialogue with nobody. (42)
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For Raymond, Rita, the poet, “must return” (69), and he seeks to make her reappear in his writing. Kroetsch, who has his doubles Rita and Raymond in the book, is the absent poet who escaped from the terrors of existence. The dispersal of the self within the text by adopting different names, opposite gender positions, roles, Kroetsch’s many alter egos, is a central element of his poetics. Raymond, who delivers “confidential documents from place to place” (25), is one of his protean-trickster figures and his poetical alter ego. Like his favorite Hermes figure in the poems, Raymond is a thief and a creator, and by trying to sketch Rita’s life and writing, he is concerned both with the originality of the text and the authenticity of the poet. He asks: “Did Rita write those exquisite lines, or did I?” (21), and tells Rita “that a poem is a fractal” (69), the notion he resents by trying to recreate Rita’s poetics out of traces. Rita is an ideal female figure and persona of Robert Kroetsch too. In “The Kyoto Mound” fragment, there appears another of Kroetsch’s alter egos, a character named Robert, Rita’s friend in Japan. While reflecting on the nature of Japanese poetry, Kroetsch exchanges his position with the Japanese poet Ryokan, his partner Teishin, and the Chinese artists Li Po and Tu Fu. Apart from his many identities as textual creations, game is an important part of Kroetsch’s creative process too. The free combination of poetical fragments, the play with many personas, is the invitation for the reader to participate actively in decoding of disguised traces and to search and invent the author of the text. Each fragment is its own story, a poem in itself, and, as he explains in “For Play and Entrance: The Contemporary Canadian Long Poem” (1980), they are “poems in which archaeology supplants history; an archaeology that challenges the authenticity of history by saying there can be no joined story, only abrupt guesswork, juxtaposition, flashes of insight” (Kroetsch 1989: 119).



References Krouč 1966: R. Kroetsch. The Words of My Roaring, Toronto: Macmillan. Njuman 1982: S. Neuman, and Robert Wilson, Labyrinths of Voice: Conversations with Robert Kroetsch, Edmonton: NeWest Press. Derida 1982: J. Derrida, Margins of Philosophy, Chicago: University of Chicago Press. Krouč 1989: R. Kroetsch, The Lovely Treachery of Words: Essays Selected and New, Toronto: Oxford University Press. Krouč 1995: R. Kroetsch, A Likely Story: The Writing Life, Red Deer: Red Deer College Press. Krouč 2001: R. Kroetsch, The Hornbooks of Rita K, Edmonton: The University of Alberta Press.
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Тања Цветковић / ТРАГОВИ НЕСТАЛОГ ПЕСНИКА: THE HORNBOOKS OF RITA K Резиме / Рад се бави дугом песмом Роберта Кроуча која носи назив The Hornbooks of Rita K. Аутор се у тексту осврће на фрагментарну структуру песме, улогу песника као и функцију песме. Користећи Кроучову теорију игре која се заснива на слободној комбинацији поетских фрагмената, аутор текста указује на активну и креативну улогу читаоца у креирању коначног значења песме. Кључне речи: Роберт Кроуч, The Hornbooks of Rita K, поетски фрагмент, експериментални стил, алтер персоне, трагови, декодирање Примљен: 8. јануара 2017. Прихваћен за штампу јуна 2017.
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